
Case Study overview

Before switching to Hosted Desktop, I had a very typical IT set-up – a hard drive for all of my 

files and I paid around £60 a month for back-ups. Like most businesses, every four to five 

years I would have to go to the expense of replacing IT equipment which felt like a waste of 

money and, as IT issues were dealt with by an external IT engineer – there was always a 

costly, on-going additional business expense. 

The Situation 

Unfortunately, about a year ago my hard drive went down which meant two days of 

disruption to the business and, once again, costly IT support fees and it was at this point, I first 

came to hear about Hosted Desktop UK.

I could not believe the benefits – such as having no, or at least very minimal, down time and 

no need for automatic back-ups – and, as hosted had been approved from a compliance point 

of view, I made a call to Hosted Desktop UK to see how easy it would be to make the switch.

“Thankfully, the transition sounded straightforward enough, 
so I decided to take the plunge. Like with anything new, I 
was expecting to have to dedicate a lot of time to sorting 
out teething issues, but in all honesty, there was very little, 
in fact the whole thing went pretty swimmingly”.

Having a hosted desktop means I can access all of my files from any computer with an 

internet connection, meaning I don’t need to bother with other file sharing applications – 

most of which do not comply with due diligence, so it means I can be confident I am doing 

everything correctly and protecting my clients information. 

Software updates and viruses are two more things I just don’t have to worry about since 

investing in this form of IT infrastructure – most of the resources I need to access are through 

the intranet which I am able to access through the cloud.

It is great to be working towards a paperless office – most of the documents I need are 

scanned and stored on the cloud now which is great as it means I can access everything, 

from anywhere.

Software updates and viruses are two more 
things I just don’t have to worry about since 
investing in this form of IT infrastructure.
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NUMBER OF USERS

2

 
NUMBER OF OFFICES

1 + 1 Remote

 
MAIN APPLICATION

Microsoft Office

 
SERVICES SUPPLIED

Hosted Desktop
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“Not having to be office-based all of the time is liberating, 
made even better by the fact that working via the cloud 
makes office or home working seamless”. 

Probably one of the most significant moments where the benefits of switching to hosted really 

came to the fore was when there was a fire alarm in the office – instead of panicking and 

worrying about all of the information on my computer, I had complete peace-of-mind that, if 

the worse case happened, of all my data, and more importantly my client’s data, would be 

completely safe thanks to being on the cloud. What’s more, I knew I would be able to access 

my files from any PC, meaning no down time whatsoever. 
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Summary of Benefits:

Anywhere access W  

Paperless office W  

Reduced time on IT matters W  

Data backups W  
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